
TIPS 
PREPARING YOUR PROPERTY FOR PHOTOGRAPHY


Hey. Relax. We’ve got this! 

It may be one of the most stressful times in your life, but that is where guides like 
this may help make things a little easier for you. As stated, it is a “guide”, not a 
strict to-do list. It may just suggest something you mightn’t have thought of before. 
What it will definitely do is help us take the best possible photos for your marketing 
campaign…and we all want that don’t we?


Let’s look at your spaces one by one.


• Mow that lawn. Feed the grass a few weeks before if it needs it. Trim the edges 
too.


• If the garden beds and plants need deadheading, edge trimming, weeding, or 
even mulching then it is worth doing it for the photos as much as for the open 
homes.


• Are your rubbish bins at the front or back? Pop them out of the way down the 
side or in the garage. If it is too awkward, we can move them out of the photo 
providing they aren’t too overloaded.


• Any clutter around? Garden hoses, Shoe racks, jackets, umbrellas at the front 
door. Even door mats…though I believe a decent door mat looks perfectly fine. 
Hide what you can in the garage with the bins.


• Look at your windows. Are they clean? What can you see though them? The 
camera will see exactly that. Are the blinds/curtains all ok. We generally tidy 
curtains and line up shutter blinds horizontal so don’t fret about that. But it is 
always good to have the windows cleaned in and out.


• Cars and bikes etc should be removed or hidden.

• Potted plants should be alive and well, remove any dead or empty ones please.


Outside - The front



• Ditto with the lawn as above. And the garden.

• Look around and see what stands out. Dog kennel? Garden hose? Rubbish bins? 

Old sand pit? Kids bikes or toys, lawnmowers etc. Hide everything you can to 
give a sense of space and tidiness.


• If you have a family home then a good condition trampoline can be good own the 
photos, providing there is space for it. It shows it is large enough for kids to play 
in…unless it isn’t, then you are better to remove it. Clean off the leaves and mow 
underneath too if needed.


• Clothes line. Is it removable? Or at least foldable? Do what you can but don’t let 
it work you. Everybody has one, it is part of life.


• BBQs. Make sure it is clean so it can make a good feature as part of outdoor 
living. Or do you have a nice cover for it?


• Swimming pools. This will be a feature photo of your home unless it needs a lot 
of work to update. Get it cleaned well before hand so it isn’t cloudy, then sweep 
for leaves on the day. Remove the pool cleaner please. 


• Water features. If the pool has a water wall or if there is a fountain, please make 
sure it is clean and your representative knows how to switch it on!


• Pool fences. Glass. If it is glass, have it cleaned well and it will look fabulous. It is 
glass for a reason, so you can see though it…why have it dirty? Don’t think it can 
be easily Photoshopped out. If it is retailing, please dust for cobwebs etc.


• Windows…as per the note for the front yard.

• Cars and bikes etc should be removed or hidden.

• Potted plants should alive and well, remove any dead or empty ones please.


Outside - The back






• Time to declutter. 

• Keep surfaces simply adorned and to a minimum.

• Family photos are fine but if you don’t wish to be recognised then perhaps 

remove them.

• Entertainment units and consoles. Try and hide the cabling if you can, it looks 

cleaner.

• We think some rumpus room toys/media etc are fine as it is a rumpus room and 

that’s what it is for. So long as it is all clean and tidy and not too distracting or 
busy on the eye.


• It can be useful to have a small centrepiece for dining tables, or small to medium 
vase of flowers for cabinets to help break up the surfaces or draw the eye. Don’t 
be offended if we move them around or don’t use them. We do whatever makes 
the best possible imagery.


• Dining tables are also generally better without a table cloth. If they are in good 
condition.


• Any child booster seats or high chairs are better hidden away and make sure the 
right number of chairs are available for the table.


Living rooms, 
 dining, rumpus, family etc



• It is always good to minimise the counter top clutter. The less that is on it, the 
bigger it looks so clean the surfaces of kettles, toasters, coffee machines. We 
may or may not move them around or remove them, depending on what looks 
best on the composition.


• Anything stainless should be cleaned. Oven and dishwasher doors show up 
smears in photos.


• Similarly splashbacks should be clean.

• Do your rangehood or under cupboard lights work? We may not use them but it 

is nice to have the option.

• Fridge magnets and notices should be removed where possible.

• A bowl of colourful fruit can be a nice feature that we can move around to draw 

the eye to specific parts of the photo.


Kitchen





• Generally a neutral bed cover is best. Strong colours, florals, patterns etc can be 

distracting. It also always looks better wrinkle free get the iron out. 

• Bedside tables can have a couple of items if they are clean, tidy and neutral. Old 

clock radios, telephones, tissue boxes don’t look so good. 

• Hide the cords to the electric blanket and accessories if possible. Phone 

chargers are everywhere these days. Hide them please.

• Things under the bed should be well hidden by the valance or not there at all 

please.

• Dressing tables should be decluttered and tidy.

• Children’s bedrooms should look like children’s bedrooms. It is ok to have there 

things in there, so long as they are neat and tidy

• Identifiable elements. Often we see trophies and awards or name tags in children 

bedrooms. We think they can look good and add a lifestyle family feel to a home. 
If you are uncomfortable with that, please remove them. If not, you can always 
review the photos later and discuss with your marketing team.


Bedrooms






• It looks better if there are no toilet brushes or weighing scales visible.

• A full toilet roll looks better than a half one.

• We like to hide 99% of toiletries to show off the surfaces better. A couple of full, 

new bottles or generic hand soaps can look good but most branding is quite 
garish so choose carefully. A nice candle or small plant is nice too.


• Hide medications, loofahs etc. 

• A few clean towels either white or a neutral/complimentary colour can look good 

for us to play with in the photo. 

• All glass and mirrored surfaces should be clean.

• Also nice if the shower floor is dry in case we need to step in to straighten 

shower head or taps.


Bathrooms



Generic for all rooms.  

It is surprising the things that stand out in a photo that you may not notice in real 
life


• Are your curtains clean and tidy, with all the hooks working? Are they hanging 
straight down?


• Are your shutters clean and dusted? 

• Are your windows and shiny surfaces clean?

• Photos or pictures straight?

• Obviously vacuuming and mopping floors is essential. Also, if you have rugs, 

please clean under them as the composition of the photo may be better with the 
rug removed. If that’s the case the floor under should be clean.


• All lights and lamps working, and preferably all the same colour tint, just in case 
we think the photo looks better with the lights on.


• Leads and cords. Can they be tidied or hidden?

• Heaters. Gas or electric. They are normally freestanding somewhere and look out 

of place. They can also send a subliminal message that our home may be cold. 
Unplug and hide them away.


• If we are shooting at twilight or dusk, the main contributing element to these 
images is the lighting. All lights should be operating and again, preferably the 
same colour tint. That includes garden and pool lights. It is all about the 
ambience here.


• If it is a time for Christmas, birthdays, special celebrations, try to have all the 
indicators tidied up before the photos in case your campaign occurs out of that 
period.


Remember, if you need assistance with any of this, your agent can normally 
recommend some reliable tradespeople to help you out. It is in everyone’s best 
interest to prepare the property and show it at its best, and the first stage of that 
are the marketing photos. It is worth the time and effort and it will pay off in the 
end.

Best of luck!
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